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Number Broad Heuristic

Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Error prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
Help and documentation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rating Definition

Violates a heuristic but doesn’t seem to be a usability problem 

Superficial usability problem: may be easily overcome by 
user or occurs extremely infrequently. Does not need to be fixed 
for next release unless extra time is available. 

Minor usability problem: may occur more frequently or be 
more difficult to overcome. 

Major usability problem: occurs frequently and persistently 
or users may be unable or unaware of how to fix the problem. 
Important to fix, so should be given high priority. 
 
Usability catastrophe: Seriously impairs use of product 
and cannot be overcome by users. Imperative to fix this before 
product can be released.
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Severity Rankings 

Rating Definition

Problem would be extremely easy to fix. Could be completed by 
one team member before next release.

Problem would be easy to fix. Involves specific interface ele-
ments and solution is clear. 

Problem would require some effort to fix. Involves multiple 
aspects of the interface or would require team of developers to 
implement changes before next release or solution is not clear. 
Usability problem would be difficult to fix. 

Requires concentrated development effort to finish before next 
release, involves multiple aspects of interface. Solution may not 
be immediately obvious or may be disputed. 
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Ease of Fixing Rankings
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# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number Broad Heuristic
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P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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6

6 , 8

6

6

1

1

1

1 , 6 , 7

1

7

Channel identity

Landing area to display curated 
content
 
Film Descripton when browsing

Film Description page (name,  
year, description, director, quality 
HD, current rating, run time)

Film seach screen tiles (when 
playing a film)

Film audio &subtitles options 
(when playing a film)

Seach (moving up to find seach 
icon instead of pressing * from 
control)

Seach landing area needs to 
show what can be seach.

Seach Results (provide user with 
results with visual aid as well as 
sorting between film titles and 
keyword matches)

Channel Settings (member 
info, network, device, sign out, 
support)

Sign-in, Registration area

Use Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Recognition rather than recall

Recognition rather than recall
Aesthetic and minimalist design

Recognition rather than recall

Recognition rather than recall

Visibility of system status

Visibility of system status
 

Visibility of system status

Visibility of system status
Recognition rather than recall 
Flexibility and efficiency of use

Visibility of system status

Flexibility and efficiency of use
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Competitive analysis

Problem: Fandor’s current identity shows well but it’s  
taking some important real estate on the landing page.
The user is already aware in what channel they are and is 
not so important to make the identity a priority. 

Recommendation: Make the logo smaller and get rid of 
the white bar to open the space in the page. This will direct 
the users focus to the content.

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number Broad Heuristic

1 0 P 8Channel identity Use Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
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Competitive analysis

Problem: When user passes the splash page, it gets  
directed to this area. It’s important to highlight one  
specific item where user can be inform about the content, 
browse thourghout the categories and decide what to watch.

The current view is not promoting well the new or  
recommended content.  
The active item gets a tooltip that includes the iformation 
about the film but it takes some getting use to know how 
it works. it is also lacking of visual aid for the user to get 
involved with the content.

Recommendation: Create a carousell of items that visually highlights content to promote. Competitors choose to have 
3 quarters of the page to diplay imagery and a brief description of the item 

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number Broad Heuristic

2 2 P 6Landing area to display curated 
content

Recognition rather than recall
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Problem: When browsing for films in all categories the 
description of item gets very little importance.

Recommendation: This problem can be solve by 
opening the layout of landing page and describing item 
suggested on problem #2.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

3 3 P 6 , 8Film description when browsing Recognition rather than recall
Aesthetic and minimalist design
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Problem: The description on this page lack of hierachy 
and explanation for the content.

Recommendation: Organize the contenty by name, 
rating, run time and quality of film. Secondly, description 
about the film and impotant cast/crew members. 
This is useful when user does a seach for those keywords

Separate contros such as play, + / - to queue, rate this film 
and play trailer from information. 

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

4 3 P 6Film Description page (name,  
year, description, director, quality 
HD, current rating, run time)

Recognition rather than recall
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Problem: When watching a film thre’s no visual aid to 
help user find where they left off or browse throughout the 
film to find certain scene.

Recommendation: Implement a tite function that  
includes thubnails of the seach location seeker.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

5 1 P 4Film seach screen tiles (when 
playing a film)

Minimize User’s Memory Load 
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Problem: Fandor specializes on foreign and independent 
films that tendo to be in different laguages. The majoirty 
of users are english speaking but there are other users 
that are multilingual and might not need the visual aid of 
subtitles. 
Also if the film provides different languages translation, 
currently there’s no way to switch that.

Recommendation: Implement an Audio & Subtitles 
option when available.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

6 1 P 4Film audio & subtitles options 
(when playing a film)

Minimize User’s Memory Load 
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Problem: Using the * directs the user to look at the roku 
remote making it difficult to see in the dark when you want 
to watch a movie. 
The current seach funtion is activated by 
pressing the * on the roku remote. It’s instructed on the 
design guidelines but major competitors are using the 
SEARCH icon instead by tapping all the way to the top of 
the page. 

Recommendation: Implement a seach area where a 
icon functions as guide.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

7 4 P 1Seach (moving up to find seach 
icon instead of pressing * from 
control)

Visibility of system status
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Problem: The current search page does not tell the user 
of the things they can look for. It should have a description 
of things to look for such as Film name, director, cast, etc.
Previous seaches aren’t really that necessary and search 
button is not necessary

 
Recommendation: Display a message providing thing 
they can search for. 

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

8 4 P 2 Match between system and the real worldSeach landing area needs to 
show what can be seach.
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Problem: The current seach result funtion has trouble  
displaying results. It does not diffirienciate results from 
film names and keyword matching cast and crew. 

 
Recommendation: Re-arrange display of results by Film 
that include keyword and Results match keyword for actor, 
director and other matches.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

9 4 P 1 , 6 , 7 Visibility of system status
Recognition rather than recall 
Flexibility and efficiency of use

Seach Results (provide user with 
results with visual aid as well as 
sorting between film titles and 
keyword matches)
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Problem: The current seach result funtion has trouble  
displaying results. It does not diffirienciate results from 
film names and keyword matching cast and crew. 
 
Recommendation: Re-arrange display of results by Film 
that include keyword and Results match keyword for actor, 
director and other matches.

Competitive analysis

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

10 3 P 1 Visibility of system status
Recognition rather than recall 
Flexibility and efficiency of use

Channel Settings (member info, 
network, device, sign out, support)

n/a
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Problem: Directing the user to the link could cause a 
missundertanding with:
- fandor.com/roku/link and...
- fandor.com/roku.
- fandor.com/roku/linkh7JEe
- fandor.com/roku/link/h7JEe

Recommendation: Display the directions to how to 
link device in one color and select a different one for the 
actual url. Make the Link a bigger size to create a hierachy

We currently have two different pages that include Roku 
content:
- http://www.fandor.com/roku
- http://www.fandor.com/roku/link

Combine the contents of both pages to leave no space for 
misdirection and guessing.

# Problem Severity Ranking Ranking Ease of 
Fixing Ranking 

Heuristic  Number

10 3 P 7 Flexibility and efficiency of useSign-in, Registration area
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When channel is lauch it show three different options to login 
with account, Try 1 week free and option to watch a guide

If user picks the login area a type menu will appear for email 
address and password

If user picks the free trial they’re provided with a link and a code 
for activiating a free trial.
They’re also presented with an option to register on the device.

Netflix offers the option to try a month free with lanching the 
channel. And the sign in area

The creation of account process is pretty straight forward (email, 
password and confirmation)

Sign in area is similiar to the creation of account with credential 
identification and validation

Competitive analysis


